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Does a Writing Program
Make a Difference?
A Ten-Year Comparison of Faculty
Attitudes about Writing
Barbara M. GIds
Does a writing program make a difference? As WPAs, our natural inclination is to answer such a question (whether it is posed by colleagues, students
or administrators) with a resounding "YES!" Yet we seldom have concrete
evidence to support our claims. At the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) we
have had the opportunity to demonstrate that a carefully designed writing
program does make a difference in faculty attitudes and perceptions about
student writing. In a longitudinal study we asked our faculty, mostly
engineers and scientists, about their students' writing. Specifically, in 1977
Dr. Julia Alexander surveyed CSM faculty about their students' communication skills; I distributed the same survey to faculty ten years later. A copy
of the survey is attached as Appendix A.
In comparing responses to the two surveys, I interpret the results as a
reflection of positive change in faculty attitudes over the past decade. For
example, more faculty believe their students write at least adequately; more
are convinced that undergraduate success depends heavily on writing
ability; perhaps most encouragingly, more are assigning various types of
writing in their classes and using such assignments to help determine
grades.
I believe these changes are in many respects the direct result of a new
approach to communication instruction at CSM, an approach which grew
out of both a shift in engineering education priorities and a careful selfassessment of CSM's role, mission, and curriculum.

CSM and the Engineering Culture
Nationally, the engineering profession has been increasingly vocal in stressing the importance of communication skills for engineering graduates. For
example, the most recent ABET (Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology) guidelines argue that competency in written communication in
the English language is essential for the engineering graduate. Although
specific coursework requirements serve as a foundation for such compeJ1
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tency, the development and enhancement of writing skills must be demonstrated through student work in engineering courses as well as other
studies" (ABET 9). When ABET talks, engineering educators listen! ABET's
recent attention to communication has helped to nudge some faculty and
administrators towards support of writing programs.
At CSM every student majors in engineering or applied science, and the
School takes seriously the feedback from its alumni and the industries
which it traditionally serves. Therefore, when alumni and industry people
were asked ten years ago about the attributes they would like to see CSM
graduates possess, the faculty listened carefully to their suggestions: those
surveyed ranked communication skills, the ability to work effectively in
groups, and the ability to self-educate (in addition to technical competence,
of course) as essential for the ideal engineering graduate. The document
resulting from the survey, the Profile of the Future Graduate (FGP), is directly
responsible for many curricular changes on campus.
The FGP was important for two main reasons: 1) CSM undertook to
discover what qualities its ideal graduate should possess, to carefully
reexamine its role, mission, and curriculum, and 2) we actually set out to do
something with the results. This led to a number of changes, the most farreaching of which was the EPICS program, described below. Because of
CSM's unique culture (engineering school; small, state-supported institution, etc.) our solutions won't work for everyone, but we do believe that a
self-examination, such as the FGP, and a resulting curriculum evaluation is
worthwhile for any institution.

The EPICS Program
EPICS (Engineering Practices Introductory Course Sequence) was a collaborative effort from the beginning. An interdisciplinary group of faculty
(engineers, scientists, computer scientists, graphic artists, humanists and
composition specialists) envisioned a program which would develop in our
students the qualities called for in the FGP. In brief, students in EPICS take
a four semester required sequence in which problem-solving and communication skills are emphasized. In addition to studying such engineering
basics as computer programming, board- and computer-aided graphics,
and software packages, students spend a portion of each semester working
in small groups to solve real problems posed by "clients" in industry or
government and reporting on their results orally and in writing (Olds,
Pavelich et aI, Pavelich and aIds, Olds and Miller, "Using").
Many of the abilities emphasized in EPICS are remarkably similar to
major thrusts in composition theory over the past decade. For example:
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* One of the major goals of EPICS is to foster students' critical thinking and
problem-solving skills, to "push" them in their intellectual development
whenever possible (Bloom). One way we do this is by having freshmen and
sophomores work on real problems supplied by clients in industry and
government. Such projects must include technical components, but we also
stress political, ethical, aesthetic, and environmental constraints. Written
assignments are required as called for by the project, e.g. clarification
memos, minutes, progress reports, and final recommendations. We also
employ such writing-to-Iearn techniques as free-writing (Elbow) to help
students think carefully about questions raised by their project work.
Through EPICS students begin to understand the importance and complexity of successful communication.

* We stress collaborative group work in EPICS as the professional model
that most engineers are likely to encounter. Much has been written in the
past decade about the importance of collaboration both in the cl~sroom
and in the workplace (Allen, Anderson, Bruffee, Couture and Rymer,
Dohiny-Farina, Ede and Lunsford, Faigley and Morgan), Our experience
indicates that group work in the classroom prepares our students well for
their experiences in industry. From their first semester, students are asSigned to project teams of four to six people and required to divide the
research, decision-making, and writing tasks necessary for the successful
completion of the project. As they progress through the program, they
become increasingly adept at working with others, sharing writing tasks,
and producing and editing documents collaboratively.
* We emphasize such useful technical writing concepts as audience
analysis, editing, keyword analysis, and the top-down approach to document
design. When the students have a real client from industry or government,
they quickly learn the importance of analyzing their audience and presenting their results to him/her convincingly (Clevinger, Ede and Lunsford,
Mathes and Stevenson, Spilka). We have found that even case studies are no
substitute for this actual cliented experience.
* Most importantly, EPICS has provided an on-going campus workshop
in writing, a de facto writing-across-the- curriculum program. Certainly
WAC has been discussed in great depth in the last decade (Russell, Griffin,
Herrington, McLeod, Young and Fulwiler). Because each project/ communications class in EPICS is team-taught by a scientist or engineer and a
composition specialist, we have seen a tremendous ~Jtrickle down" effect
across the curriculum. Engineering faculty learn from their composition
partners about, say, editing or effective document design, and they carry
that knowledge back to their own classrooms and to their own writing. In
addition, the "legitimacy" that engineers and scientists (clients and class
professors) lend to the class carries a great deal of weight with our students
and shouldn't be underestimated. Like it or not, a composition teacher
29
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sometimes simply does not have the authority that someone in the students'
own field does-particularly someone who has achieved a certain stature in

his/her profession.

Question ,#6
Undergrads Write ...

percent
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I believe that all of these factors have helped to educate our faculty about
the value of communication abilities in a technical curriculum. The survey
results show that clear shifts have occurred in faculty attitudes about and
perceptions of student writing since the EPICS program was implemented.
The following sections will briefly summarize the survey results.
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One way of analyzing the information from the two surveys is to look at
three basic questions:
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* What do faculty see as the major writing problems of their students and
what kind of writing do they assign?
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,.. What should happen now to improve communication instruction on
campus?
1- __

Although many explanations for the 18% increase in faculty satisfaction
with student writing are possible (better students, better pre-eollege preparation, etc.), no major shifts in the demographics of either the student body
or the faculty at CSM occurred between the two surveys. It seems reasonable to assume, then, that whatever changes occurred are largely the result
of curricular changes. When the 1977 survey was conducted, there was no
required writing course at CSM until the senior year. Since we began to
require EPICS in the first four semesters} I believe we are helping our
students to become better communicators earlier in their college careers.
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relationship to academic and career success?

Questions6,8,4and 12 were the keys here. When asked to assess the writing
of undergraduates in their field (Question #6), only 20% of the faculty
surveyed in 1977 felt that students wrote at least adequately, while 75% said
students wrote "rather poorly" or "quite poorly./I In contrast, 38% of the
1987 faculty responding felt undergraduates wrote at least adequately,
although a majority, 63%, still said students wrote "rather poorly" or "quite
poorly" (see Figure 1).
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What do faculty think about the quality of student
writing and its relationship to academic and career
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Figure 1
Anecdotal evidence from upper division faculty indicates that students in
their courses write better, work better in teams, and make better oral
presentations than they did before EPICS was developed.
There seems to be little question about the necessity for good communication skills in either poll. Over 80% of the 1977 sample and 90% of the 1987
sample agreed that communication skills will "very heavily" influence their
students' success in their careers (Question #8).
Over 80% of the faculty in both surveys also believe that writing ability
influences academic success (Question #4). In 1977, 50% of the faculty
replied "very heavily" or "heavily/' 39% Hmoderately," and 8% "slightly"
or "not at al1./I In comparison, in 1987, 56% of the faculty responded livery
heavily" or "heavily/, 30% "moderately/' and 14% "slightly./1
In a related question, we asked faculty how often writing assignments
influenced grades in the classes they taught (Question #12, Figure 2). Of the
1977 respondents, 26% replied "veryheavily/l or "heavily/' 44% said "moderately/' and 26% said "slightly" or "not at all./1 In comparison, the 1987
faculty replied livery heavily" or "heavily/l 42% of the time, "moderately'
32%, and "slightly" or "not at all" 25%.
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Writing Assignments
Influence Grades ...
50

to mechanics, grammar and spelling. Since the ten years between the two
studies saw the influx of computers and spell-checkers, the shift to fewer
spelling problems is more than likely traceable to that.
Interestingly, complaints about "poor organization" and "logic" remained essentially the same between the two studies, despite the addition
of the EPICS program. Perhaps our faculty are becoming increasingly
sophisticated about the qualities of good writing; as a result they may view
higher order abilities such as analysis, organization, and logic as relatively
more "major" concerns than issues such as spelling and mechanics.
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This theory is borne out in part by faculty response to Questions 14 and
15 which asked them to indicate the types of writing and speaking assignments typically included in their courses (Figures 3 and 4).
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The number of faculty requiring each type of writing increased over the
ten year period with the exception only of essay responses on exams. Oral
presentation requirements also increased, both group and individual presentations. Since oral communication is stressed in EPICS along with written
skills, perhaps this influence is being felt in the cuniculum as a whole.
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Figure 2
EPICS has helped encourage faculty to include writing in their classes by
showing faculty appropriate uses of writing in technical classes and by
increasing their confidence in their ability to teach writing. In addition, we
have received recent funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEB) and the Department of Education's FIPSE program to make
curricular changes which will lead to more writing and writing instruction
in technical classes.
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Question 13 listed a number of errors" in student writing and asked
faculty to indicate whether or not they believed each to be a major problem.
The 1987 faculty felt that every one of the categories listed was less of a
problem than the 1977 faculty. The largest decreases came in issues related
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Several questions (13/ 14/ and 15) asked faculty about their current practices
and beliefs concerning communication:
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Question_ #15
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faculty have embraced more enthusiastically the notion that they are primarily responsible for teaching communication skills.
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In her report, Alexander concludes that "the faculty, by and large, believes
student writing will improve only when every department on campus
requires more written work of each and every student." The success of the
EPICS program and of writing-across-the-curriculum programs nationally
attests to the validity of this claim. We were pleased to find that more faculty
at CSM are requiring writing and speaking in their classes.

What should happen now to improve communication instruction on campus?
In her concluding section, Alexander made several reconunendations including requiring a graduation literacy exam, setting up a basic composition course, developing advanced courses in technical writing, and establishing a remedial reading program. On the question of adding communication courses, 57% of the faculty approved in 1977,38% in 1987. Speculation about why is intriguing. I would like to think that we're doing a better
job of reaching our students through EPICS and therefore the faculty don't
perceive a great need for an additional writing course. It may also be that
34

Conclusion
Much has changed at CSM between the time Dr. Alexander conducted her
survey in 1977 and my repetition of it ten years later; the most significant
curricular change has been the implementation of the EPICS program.
These changes have led to a number of positive changes in faculty attitudes
about writing: more faculty believe their students write at least adequately;
more are convinced that undergraduate success depends heavily on writing ability; perhaps most encouragingly, more are assigning various types
of writing in their classes and using such assignments to help determine
grades. At least part of the reason for these differences lies in the development of a campus climate that encourages communication excellencelargely, to date, as a result of the EPICS program. Now that EPICS has led
the way towards more positive faculty attitudes about writing and speaking, we can continue OUI efforts with new initiatives. Among the hopeful
possibilities:

* The dean of undergraduate studies has recently formed a school-wide
committee to investigate how writing and oral communication skills are
currently being taught on campus and to recommend improvements.

* Several faculty (engineers and communication specialists) have teamtaught a chemical engineering, summer field session for two years emphasizing oral and written communication. The course was enthusiastically evaluated by both students and faculty.
* The National Endowment for the Humanities has funded a program to
integrate humanities directly into engineering COUIses at CSM. Classes in
the program heavily emphasize communication skills (aIds and Miller,
"Integrating").
* The Department of Education's FIPSE (Fund for the Improvement of
Post-Secondary Education) program has funded a program which will
extend EPICS problem-solving and communication concepts to the
senior-level capstone design courses at CSM.
By evaluating the needs and culture of our institution and then fitting our
writing program to them, we have seen how a change in curriculum caI}.lead
to changed faculty attitudes and perceptions. The results of our longitudinal survey help to document what we WP As already know-a writing
program does make a difference.
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8. In their careers after they have finished their formal education, the ability to write will, in my opinion,
influence the success of students in my field:
_ _ _(1) very heavily
(3) moderately
(5) not at all

Appendix A
Colorado School of Mines

_ _ _(2) heavily

Survey of Faculty Opinion:
The relationship Between Students' Academic
Success and Communication Skills

_ _ (4) slightly

9. CSM now requires only a one-semester, senior-level course in technical writing for graduation (EN 412).
If this course could be supplemented by more required courses in basic communication skills, my

attitude toward such additional training for CSM students probably would be:
(2) disapproval
(3) I need more
information before
I can respond.

_ _ _(1) approval

From this survey, we wantto find out: 1) what general impressions CSM faculty members have
of their students' communication skills; 2) to what degree communication skills influence a
student's academic and career success; and 3) what kinds and amounts of writing CSM
students are required to do. Dr. Gary approved and supports the project, Dr. Julia Alexander
of the Humanities and Social Sciences Department is in charge of the survey, and the
Computing Center will analyze the data.
Because the information gathered with your help can be used to modify curriculum goals for
hundreds of students yearly, would you please give the few minutes it will take you to respond
to the following items? Please return the form to Dr. Alexander, Alderson Hall] 05, by campus
mail. We greatly appreciate your cooperation.

10. If CSM were to establish an advanced degree program in technical writing and editing for people
holding a BS in engineering, my attitude toward such a program probably would be:

~

_ _ _(1) approval

(2) disapproval

(3) I need more

information.
11. If CSM were to establish a graduation requirement that each student must show (by exam, faculty
referral or extra course work) an ability to write clear and correct English, my attitude toward such a
graduation requirement probably would be:
_ _ _(1) approval

(2) disapproval

(3) I need more

---

information.

1. Department:
12. In my own teaching, required writing assignments typically influence my students' grades:

2. Academic rank:
_ _ _(1) Professor
_ _ _(2) Associate Professor

_ _ _(1) very heavily
_ _ _(3) Assistant Professor

_ _ _(5) Adjunct Faculty

(3) moderately

(5) not at all

_ _ (4) slightly

_ _ _(4) Instructor

3. For each course level listed below, please indicate whether or not you are currently teaching or have taught

13. Listed below are some faults which might be observed in student writing. Please indicate for each
whether or not you believe it is a major problem:

Freshman and/or Sophomore:
_ _ _(l)Yes

Junior and/or Senior:
(1) Yes

Graduate:

_ _(l) Yes

a. Lack of significant content

e. bad spelling and/or punctuation
_ _ (1) Yes

_ _(l) Yes

_ _(2) No

_ _(2) No

_ _ (2) No

_ _(2) No

_ _(2) No

b. failures in logic
_ _(1) Yes

_ _(1) Yes

_ _(Z)No

_ _(2) No

c. mistakes in grammar and
diction
_ _(l) Yes

g.limited general and/or technical vocabulary
_ _(1) Yes

_ _(2) No

_ _(2) No

d. poor organization

h. other-please list in the space below:

a course or courses on that level during the past academic year:

4. My general impression of the courses taught in my field is that the ability to write influences the

academic success of undergraduates:
_ _ _(1) very heavily

(3) moderately

_ _ _(2) heavily

(4) slightly

(5) not at all

5. In my field the ability to write influences the academic sucress of graduate students as compared with

that of undergraduate students:
_ _ _(1) much more

_ _ _(3) about as much

_ _ _(2) somewhat more

_ _ _(4) somewhat less

_ _ _(1) very well
_ _ _(2)

well

f. inappropriate use of "}" in reports

_ _(1) Yes
_ _ _(5) much less

(3) adequately
(4}

(5) quite poorly

rather poorly

7. In comparison with undergraduates in my field, graduate students generally seem to write:
_ _ _(1) much better

(3) about the same

_ _ _(2) somewhat better

(4) somewhat worse

_ _(2) No

14. In the course(s) most representative of those which you typically teach, please indicate whether each of
the following types of writing is required:

6. My impression is that undergraduates in my field generally write:

36

_ _ _(2) heavily

(5) much worse

a. laooratory reports
_ _(1) Yes
_ _(2) No

c. research papers or proposals
_ _ (1) Yes
_ _(2) No

b. themes or other short essays

d. case studies

_ _(I) Yes

_ _(1) Yes

_ _ _(2) No

_ _(2) No
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_ _ _(1)

e. technical reports
Yes

h. abstracts
_ _ _(l)Yes

Works Cited

_ _(2) No

_ _ _(2) No

f. tenn papers
_ _ _(1) Yes

i. other-please list in the space below:

Alexander, JuliaA. "Survey ofFaculty Opinion: The Relationship Between Students'
Academic Success and Communication Skills." Golden, CO: Colorado School of
Mines, 1977.

_ _(2) No

Allen, Nancy, et al. "What Experienced Collaborators Say About Collaborative
Writing." JBTC 1.2 (1987): 70-90.

g. essay responses on examinations
_ _(1) Yes

Anderson, Paul V. "What Survey Research Tells Us About Writing at Work."
Writing in Nonacademic Settings. Ed. Lee Odell and Dixie Goswami. New York:
Guilford Press, 1985. 3-83.

_ _(2) No

15. In the course(s) most representative of those which you typically teach, please indicate whether each of
the following types of formal speaking is requiTed:
c=J NONE of Item 15 applies--e.g., my students are not evaluated in formal speaking situations.

a. group oral presentations
_ _ _(1) Yes
_ _ _(2) No

b. individual oral presentations
_ _(l)Yes

Bloom, Benjamin S. Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Classification of Educational
Goals (Handbook I: Cognitive Domain). New York: Longmans, 1956.

~~

d. debates
(1)

~

Bruffee, Kenneth A. "Collaborative Learning and the 'ConversationofMankind:"

Yes

College English 46.7 (1984): 635-52.

(2) No

Clevinger, T., Jr. Audience Analysis. New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1%6.

e. other-please list in the space below:

Couture, Barbara, and Jone Rymer. "Interactive Writing on the Job: Definitions
and Implications of Collaboration." Writing in the Business Professions: Research,
Theory, Practice. Ed. Myra Kogen. Urbana: NCTE: ABC, 1989.73-93.

_ _(2) No
c. seminar reports
_ _ _(1) Yes

Criteria for Accrediting Programs in Engineering in the United States. Accreditation

_ _ _(2) No

Board for Engineering and Technology. New York: ABET, 1988.
U you have further thoughts regarding the influence of communication skills on academic and career
success, or suggestions for improving CSM students' writing and formal speaking, please comment:

Doheny-Farina, Stephen. "Writing in an Emerging Organization: An Ethnographic
Study." Written Communication 3.2 (1986): 158-85.
Ede, Lisa, and Andrea Lunsford. "Audience Addressed/ Audience Involved: The
Role of Audience in Composition Theory and Pedagogy:' College Composition

and Communication 35 (1984): 155-71.
_ _ _ _" "Collaborative Learning: Lessons from the World of Work:' WPA:

Writing Program Administration 9.3 (1986): 158-85.
Elbow, Peter. Writing Without Teachers. New York: Oxford UP, 1973.
Faigley, Lester, and Thomas Miller. "What We Learn from Writing on the Job."

College English 44.6 (1982): 557-69.
Griffin, C. W. "Programs for Writing Across the Curriculum: A Report." College

Composition and Communication 36 (1985): 398-403.
I

r

Herrington, Anne. "Writing to Learn: Writing Across the Disciplines." College

English 43 (1981): 379-387.

c., and Dwight W. Stevenson. Designing Technical Reports: Writing for
Audiences in Organizations. Indianapolis: Bobbs Menill, 1976.

Mathes, J.

McLeod, Susan. "Defining Writing Across the Curriculum." WPA: Writing Program

Administration 11.1-2 (1987): 19-24.
Morgan, Meg, et a1. "Collaborative Writing in the Classroom." Bulletin for the As-

sociation for Business Communication 50.3 (1987): 20-26.
Glds, Barbara M. "Beyond the Casebook: Teaching Technical Communication
Through 'Real Life' Projects." The Technical Writing Teacher 14.1 (1.987): 11-17.
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